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Abstract
After 20 years of drug prevention work I am very familiar with George Soros, America’s Drug Lord. In 2008, Soros
remarked that the “US economic crisis was the highlight of his career.” I was curious: 1) Why he would take ownership of
the meltdown; 2) How his net worth went from $7.2 billion before Obama to $27.3 billion today; and 3) How America has
devolved into a rogue, Narco Nation after spending $1 trillion and 50 years leading the world’s effort to combat illicit drugs,
and was he the primary reason. Here is what I found.
In a nut shell, the economic crisis and downward slide started when Bill Clinton became President in 1993 and he, Hillary and
Soros” acted together as a team”. Clinton’s first act was to reduce the Office of National Drug Control (ONDCP) by 80%,
and slash the budget for drug prevention. The “subprime” housing bill that led to the 2008 economic crisis was signed into
law by Clinton in 1994. In the same year, Hillary. Harold Eckes (Clintons Chief of Staff) and Soros formed the foundation of
the Shadow Party, identifying left wing candidates that could be controlled, ready to move into office at the right time.
In 1996, out-of-state billionaires Soros, Peter Lewis and John Sperling financed a $6.9 million media campaign to dupe
California voters into legalizing pot for medical use, Prop 215. It violated federal law and Clinton could have and should
have stopped it then, but then, he was working for Soros. In 2003 Soros convened a meeting with other wealthy investors,
including Peter Lewis (deceased), to start the process of investing in 527’s, as a means of circumventing the McCain-Feingold
bill which limited campaign contributions. IRS code 527 allows unlimited funds for political purposes as long it wasn’t
expressly used for a particular candidate. In reality, it gave the Shadow Party the ability to make or break any candidate.
Soros’ efforts to defeat George Bush’s second term failed, but he was ready when Obama came along, and has dictated much
of the policies that have inflicted irreparable harm on this nation.
Obama’s refusal to enforce the law for 8 years has added 15 of the 24 states with “medical hoax marijuana”, and 4 states plus
the nation’s capital have been allowed to legalize pot for recreational use. 142 Americans die daily from overdose, almost all
of whom started their drug journey with pot, and once reviled drug criminals are now friends of the White House. There has
been no enforcement of narcotics laws at the federal or state level to speak of, nor education on the true harms of marijuana.
Congress even passed the Rohrabacher-Farr, withholding funds from the DEA to enforce narcotics laws. Soros has already
invested $13 million to get Shadow Party candidate Hillary elected, while new Shadow Party billionaire Sean Parker is
buying Newsom and other elected leaders in California.
It isn’t evident that President Trump understands the marijuana problem adequately. Hopefully he will learn that marijuana is
the foundation of all drug use, and destroying this nation. He has the demonstrated ability to do what is right for the country,
even if unpopular with some. If America is to have a future, he personally needs to see to it that States are brought into
compliance with federal narcotics laws, and George Soros needs to be held accountable for all that he has and is doing to the
detriment of this county.
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SOROS – REPUBLIC ENEMY NUMBER ONE
The greatest threat to the United States is not ISIS. We have a traitor among us
named George Soros that inflicts more death, destruction, pain, suffering and
economic cost on Americans than all other forms of terror and war in modern
history. He has spent over $200 million legalizing marijuana since 1994, and
donates millions annually to legalization advocacy groups such as the Drug Policy
Alliance (DPA), America Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the Marijuana Policy
Project, and numerous others. He finances organizations like Black Lives Matter
and Hands Up – Don’t Shoot, exploiting local incidents to become national
uprisings, instability and unrest. He uses his billions to control politicians from
the Oval Office to the Government of California, and many others in between. He
is guilty of treason and sedition, but those who could or should hold him
accountable are under his control. Left unchecked he has the potential to complete his plan to
destroy America.
Soros was born a Hungarian Jew in 1930. When the Nazi invasion appeared imminent, his parents placed him
with a gentile family who would say he was their godson. When the invasion did occur, Soros collaborated with
the Nazis to identify Jewish families. While 500,000 Hungarian Jews were sent to death camps, he looted their
homes, ultimately departing for an education in the UK with 1300 lbs of gold that he had stolen. In an interview
with Steve Kroft on 60 minutes (available on YouTube), he said 1944 was the best year of his life, and no, he felt
no guilt or remorse.
He was schooled in economics, migrated to the US and gained citizenship in 1956, thereafter working on Wall
Street. In 1969 he created the Quantum Fund, a highly successful hedge fund in the Netherland Antilles, which is
the transition point for drugs and drug money flowing from Latin America to Europe and the U.S. He gained
considerable expertise in currency speculation and made his first billion in one day betting again the English
Pound in 1992, gaining fame as the man who almost broke the Bank of England. Subsequently, he did or
attempted to do the same with other countries. The Prime Minister of Malaysia called Soros a “villain and a
moron. We regard Soros as a kind of Dracula. He sucks the blood from the people.”
Soros openly admits engineering coups in Slovakia, Croatia, Georgia, Yugoslavia and the Ukraine. He openly
admits he is a master at subversion, thinks of himself as a messiah and would like to be the conscious of the world
(God forbid). He believes global capitalism is not possible when one country like the United States is more
successful than others; that wealth and means of obtaining wealth should be shared equally with all people in all
countries (except for his). His idea of a New World Order is a communist system controlled by the UN, IMF, or
other such entities, governing all people and countries, controlled by the financially elite at the top, like him,
because we the people are too dumb to govern ourselves.
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SHADOW PARTY – METHOD OF DESTRUCTION
There are three overriding planks in Soros’ effort to destroy America; 1) diminish American power; 2) subjugation
of American sovereignty in favor of one world government; and 3) implementation of a socialist redistribution of
wealth, both with the U.S. and internationally.
The process for diminishing American power started pretty much in the 80’s, and evolved rather quickly in 1992
when the Clintons entered the White House.
The Soros influence on President Clinton was immediately visible when, after 14 years of Reagan/Bush leadership
reducing marijuana and drug use by half, Clinton immediately moved the Office of National Drug Policy
(ONDCP) to the backwater, cut its manpower and budget by 80%, and slashed funding for prevention, interdiction
and treatment. Soros had recently teamed up with Ethan Nadlemann of the Drug Policy Foundation (later
changed to Drug Policy Alliance) to pursue legalization of marijuana and other drugs. Nadlemann made a
comment published in the New Federalist (Nov 10, 1989) that would set the pattern for what came after. He
stated “ … Political institutions are no longer tied to the public, and once the media joins the battle the
combination of media and political support for legalization will demoralize the public.” In other words, money
could buy politicians and policy. If they could control the media and message as well, they could control the
public.
As of 2011, Soros had already spent $48 million buying the media, buying companies that spend money with the
media, and investing in Journalism schools through the nation. Prop 215 (1996) in California is a good example
of manipulating the masses. Soros, Peter Lewis and John Sperling, all out-of-state billionaires, spent $6.9 million
in a media campaign to dupe California voters into approving this ballot initiate, called The Compassionate Use
Act. In reality, it had nothing to do with compassion. Just a foot in the door for full legalization of marijuana. It
violated federal law, and could have and should have been stopped. But then, Clinton was getting his marching
orders from Soros.
1994 was a good year for Soros, and bad year for America. It became increasingly evident that Bill and Hillary
Clinton embraced virtually all of the values and agendas that Soros was funding through his Open Society
Institute. That same year Clinton signed into the law the housing program that enabled anyone and everyone to
qualify for home financing, irrespective of their financial capacity to pay. The signs of trouble started to mount in
2001 and beyond, with more and more foreclosures. Ultimately when the complete crash came in 2008 Soros
made a statement that “ The U.S. economic crisis was in essence the highlight of my career”. Interesting, I
thought, that he would take ownership of the problem. But then undoubtedly he had the ability and longer term
vision to have orchestrated it from the outset. Having a friend in the Oval office obviously helped.
In 1994 as well, First Lady Hillary Clinton, Clinton Chief of Staff Harold Eckes and George Soros worked
together to formulate the Shadow Party. This was a scheme, modeled after his efforts to create coups in other
countries like Georgia, Slovakia, Croatia, and Yugoslavia. Soros picked Shadow Party candidates who would
serve his interests, who would wait in the wings until the time was right. Then, using his considerable financial
clout, he could help move them into office.
Soros strongly supported the McCain-Feingold bill (2002) which limited direct contributions to political
candidates, primarily to limit funds flowing to Republicans. Then, in 2004, Soros first experimented with IRS
Code Section 527 as a means of circumventing McCain-Feingold. These were organizations used for raising
“soft money” for non-profits, not intended for “express advocacy” for any candidate, but rather for “voter
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education,” issue oriented” political advertising, and other nebulous enterprises. Funds raised by 527’s could
greatly exceed the limits for campaign contributions, and were used to help promote messages and worldviews
that were consistent with those of leftist politicos. They helped fund two of Soros’ favorite issues in America;
gun control and legalization of marijuana.
Co-authors Richard Poe and David Horowitz describe it best in their book The Shadow Party.
“…. The Shadow Party is the real power driving the Democrat machine. It is a network of radicals dedicated to
transforming our constitutional republic into a socialist hive. The leader of these radicals is George Soros. He
has essentially privatized the Democratic Party, bringing it under his personal control.
The Shadow Party further states “…By controlling the Democrats purse strings, the Shadow Party can make or
break any Democrat candidate by deciding whether or not to fund him. During the 2004 election cycle, the
Shadow Party raised more than $300 million for Democrat candidates, prompting one of is operatives, MoveOn
PAC director Eli Pariser, to declare, “Now it's our party. We bought it, we own it.”
Soros’ efforts to elect Kerry in lieu of a second term for Bush failed, to his chagrin. But when it came time for the
next election, he was ready. Hillary had been the chosen one, until Senator
Barack Obama got his attention with a great speech at the Democratic
convention. With no relevant experience, no tract record in the Senate,
Shadow Party candidate Barack Hussein Obama became Commander-In Chief of the United States ….. and George Soros became the puppeteer.
Look how many ways they together have succeeded in diminishing our
country.
• Weaken The Military – Released over 22 top military
commanders; cut the budget and size of the military dramatically, displayed incredible
weakness internationally to the extent our enemies do not fear the U.S.
•

Weaken the Currency – The national debt has doubled to an untenable $19 trillion, and we now have
400% increase of dollars in circulation. The US dollar is no longer accepted in many places of the world,
and about to lose its position as the world’s reserve currency.

•

Obliterate the Health Care System which has had a direct, adverse impact on employment and elevated
the cost of healthcare for all except the chosen view who don’t have to pay at the expense of all those who
do.

•

Causing Civil Unrest – Soros and Obama both have both been identified by the national media as
exploiting Black Lives Matter and Hands Up-Don’t Shoot to cause civil unrest nationally. Inciting people
to rebel against the authority of a state is sedition.

•

Undermine Conservative Organizations – The IRS targeting Tea Party and conservative groups speaks
for itself.

•

Foreign Policy – Instability in the Middle East; growth of ISIS; instability in Iraq; Iran now armed with
billions to continue their nuclear journey; Egypt and Libya are in total chaos contributing as well to the
exodus of millions from Syria to escape the violence.
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•

Gun Control – Nationwide movement to blame guns instead of the shooters in an attempt to disarm
Americans and strip them of 2nd Amendment rights. Gun sales have actually soared as a result, as more
and more people fear the government.

•

Release Prisoners/Downgrade Crimes – With Soros financial support, California Prop 47 downgraded
certain crimes retroactively, releasing prisoners which resulted in a 10% statewide increase in violent
crime. Soros has pledged $50 million to the ACLU to accomplish the same in other states.

•

National Drug Policy – Following Clinton’s footsteps, one of Obama’s first acts was to downgrade the
position of Drug Czar from cabinet level to reporting to VP Biden. For show and tell the Office of
National Drug Control (ONDCP) developed a strategic plan, but at the same time Obama, AG Eric Holder
and now AG Loretta Lynch simply refused to enforce Controlled Substance Laws (CSA). Soros’ harm
reduction drug policy is now fully entrenched in the White House, which is a diversionary tactic focusing
almost entirely on treatment and rehabilitation, with little to do with prevention so addicting young people
can reign supreme. To illustrate how the corruptive power of money works on both sides of the aisle,
congress passed the Rorhbacher (R)-Farr (D) bill, withholding money from the DEA so they can’t enforce
CSA laws in states that have legalized marijuana. Even though the DOJ issued guidelines (the 2013 Cole
Memo) stipulating 8 conditions which would trigger federal enforcement, one of which was diversion of
marijuana to other states, California has been allowed to grow pot under the guise of medicine and supply
it to 60% to 70% of the US market with impunity. California is now a cartel, that rivals any that we
have battled for 50 years. There is no federal enforcement. The US is now in violation of international
treaties, and a rogue nation in the eyes of our international allies.

•

Marijuana (Schedule I drug) use has increased from 7 to 13% of the US population during the Obama
Administration. Even though a violation of federal law, 15 more states (24 total) have enacted some form
of “medical marijuana” laws, and 6 states and the nation’s capital have been allowed to legalize pot for
recreational use. The potency of marijuana has continually increased to as high as 96% as extracts or oils
used in edibles and vaping, and 20 to 25% in smoked form, up from 1 to 2% in the early 60’s and 70’s.
Marijuana is no longer a soft drug. Scientific evidence clearly shows the human harms in terms of
permanent brain damage for anyone under age 25, loss of intellect, psychotic breaks, mental illness,
suicides, an addiction rate of 30% (JAMA), birth defects, numerous physical harms, traffic deaths, et. al.
Because local cultivation of marijuana caused a 40% drop in marijuana prices from Mexico, the cartels
shifted their production to heroin and flooded the US market. Now we have an epidemic with 129
Americans dying every day of overdose, almost all started their drug journey with pot. Marijuana is a
gateway as well to crime, academic failure, homelessness, mental impairment, traffic deaths and a burden
on all aspects of the public service. Marijuana alone has the potential to destroy this nation.
The British used military force to keep the markets open for opium in China for over 60 years with a
twofold purpose; make money on drugs; and dumb down and enslave the people, making them
dependent on the government for support. Nothing is different here other than military power wasn’t
required. Just money!

•

Violating Federal Laws and International Treaties – As it pertains to controlled substances, “Federal
law criminalizes aiding and abetting another in committing a federal crime, conspiring to commit a
federal crime, assisting in the commission of a federal crime, concealing knowledge of a felony from the
United
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States, and laundering the proceeds of CSA offenses.18 U.S.C. 2-4, 371,1956.”
If this law was enforced, the jails wouldn’t be big enough, and the prisoners might include President
Obama himself, George Soros, Eric Holder, Loretta Lynch and a host of state governments nationwide.
CSA offenders in our California government(s) could include California Governor Jerry Brown, Lt
Governor Gavin Newsom, and numerous elected officials on both sides of the aisle. Rather than trying to
regulate marijuana and enforce the law, our California government chose to commercialize “medical
marijuana” for-profit, in order to collect and illegally launder even more money. Never any mention of
the harms, or social costs, or the fact it diminishes our standing as Americans. In approving marijuana for
medical use for the chronically ill, voters never intended that California would become a cartel.
It is worthy to note that prior to Obama becoming President, the media reported that Soros had a net worth of
$7.2 billion, and was one of the wealthiest men in the world. Today, the media reports that he has a net worth of
$27.3 billion. We are left to our own devices to explain how he got from A to Z, but obviously the growth in drug
sales and having a Shadow Party candidate in the highest office in the land would be two good places to start.

THE SHADOW PARTY WILL DESTROY US …. UNLESS WE STOP IT!
Drug addiction and/or death has adversely affected 85 million Americans, roughly one-third of all families.
Suffice it to say we all have something to gain or lose in this battle to stop the proliferation of marijuana and other
drugs. The future for your kids, grandkids, our communities and natural resources are all at-risk. So at the risk of
alienating some, let me state the obvious.
Party leaders cannot be routinely trusted to do what is right for the American people. The cost of winning an
election is so great today that for those willing to sell their souls, money rules. If the money comes from someone
with evil intent, we are all adversely affected.
Since party leaders normally determine the party planks, we should not blindly vote for an initiative because the
party said it was right. The special interests influencing the leaders also influence what they promote within the
party. That may be good for them, but not for us.
The Democrat Party platform to legalize marijuana, both nationally and in California, is a good example. Drugs
don’t have a party preference. They kill and destroy Democrats and Republicans with equal abandon. My prayer,
on behalf of all of us who have suffered from addiction or death in our families, is that members of both parties
will put the health, safety and well-being of all Americans ahead of party politics, and reject any candidate or any
action that would proliferate the use of today’s highly potent pot.
On the national front, Hillary was the Shadow Party candidate for George Soros. The Soros/Clinton team is still
intact after 25 years. As a testament to the family ties, Chelsea was married at Soros’ daughter’s house on Long
Island. If you can excuse all else Hillary is purported to have done, you must realize that had Hillary be elected
we would have four more years of George Soros drug policies. That would have inflicted irreparable harm on
this country and our future as a nation.
In California, Shadow Party candidate for Governor Gavin Newsom is taking hypocrisy to heights heretofore
unknown as leader of the legalization campaign for recreational use of marijuana. He is on record stating he
doesn’t want to see it, smell it or know it is anywhere near his four kids, yet finds it acceptable to put everyone
else’s kids and the general public in harm’s way. Soros, turning 87 this year, married a 42 year old Tamiko
Bolton in 2013 in a small wedding with a few special guests. Newsom was one, along with Nancy Pelosi.
Newsom obviously has a forward commitment for campaign financing in his run for Governor in 2018, and has
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placed his political future in front of the people he is supposed to protect, and the oath to protect and defend the
constitution of the United States. He is unfit for office, even the one he holds now. The special relationship
between Newsom and Pelosi should be thoroughly reviewed, as well as the fortunes invested by out-of-state
billionaires Soros, Sean Parker and others to legalize drugs in California and other states. Drugs are weapons of
mass destruction that kill, destroy and inflict more harm on Americans that all other acts of terror and wars
combined. Those who finance these activities, and politicians who support these activities, must be held
accountable.
Shadow Party candidate AG Kamela Harris, now Senator Harris, also deserves scrutiny. Public records
indicate she has also received campaign contributions from Sean Parker, which probably has a lot to do with her
labeling of ballot initiatives like Prop 47, which was outrageously called Safe Neighborhoods and Schools. The
bill downgraded certain offenses from felonies to misdemeanors and caused the release of prisoners which in turn
caused a spike of violent crimes in California by 10%.
The verbiage for Prop 64 was clearly written to affect a favorable outcome for legalization of pot. It was dubbed,
The Adult Use Of Marijuana Act (AUMA), and the “independent legislative analysis” that states California will
earn up to $1 billion a year in income and save $100 million in certain marijuana related crimes, is nothing short
of voter fraud. There was no mention of the harms to humans, or the social costs which will be 9 or 10 times
greater than revenues, as they are for alcohol and tobacco.
When all impacts are considered, the annual economic cost of marijuana and other drugs nationally is between $1
and $1.5 trillion. Reducing it by even half could be the solution to the budget problem, and would help preserve
the mental capacity of our younger generations rather than thrust a large percentage of them into addiction slavery
at taxpayer expense.
Anyone, in either party, that would put their political career ahead of their oath and obligation to protect and
defend the people and the Constitution is unfit for office. It is time we band together and weed them out.
As to Soros, the greatest enemy within our Republic, it is time we hold him accountable for treason and sedition.
Check the following definitions.
TREASON




A crime than undermines the offender’s government.
Disloyalty by virtue of subversive behavior.
An act of deliberate betrayal.

SEDITION




An illegal action inciting resistance to lawful authority and tending to cause the disruption or overthrow of
the government.
The organized incitement of rebellion or civil disorder against authority or the state.
Insurrection or rebellion.

To become a naturalized U.S. citizen, Soros took an oath stipulating “….. I will support and defend the
Constitution and laws of the United States of America against all enemies, foreign or domestic; that I will bear
true faith and allegiance to the same ….” He should be incarcerated, but at a minimum, his citizenship should be
revoked.
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The Shadow Party by Richard Poe and David Horowitz
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Affect America Politics?
The Freedom Outpost – Leon Puissegur (1/29/2016) George Soros, Hillary Clinton, Harold Ickes, and
The Shadow Party
Accuracy in Media – (www.aim.org)
Soros, The Drug Lord. Pricing the Bubble of American Supremacy. By Roger Morgan. Available on
Amazon or B & N.
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